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The Soviet resonance controversy was a chemical counterpart to Lysenkoism in which
Soviet ideologues charged that Linus Pauling’s resonance concept was hostile to
Marxism. We study it here to illustrate the role of social factors in science-faith
dialogue. Because Soviet chemists were attentive to ideological dimensions of the
controversy, they were not only willing to engage in public dialogue but also offered
a response that decoupled the scientific aspects of resonance from ideological
hostility, largely by modifying how they talked about delocalized chemical bonds.
This enabled them to criticize and reject a pseudoscientific alternative to resonance
and to avoid a Lysenko-like takeover of theoretical chemistry without threatening
the wider Soviet social system. A potential lesson is that Christians in science who
wish to promote fellow believers’ acceptance of their work would do well to account
for the role of ideology in religiously motivated antimainstream science efforts.

O
ne of us recently had the oppor-

tunity to examine a “creation-

based” physical science textbook

published by a Christian educational

ministry.1 Although the book used atoms

to discuss matter, the author considered

it important to point out that the scan-

ning tunneling microscopy (STM) images

commonly cited as evidence for their

existence do not really show atoms. As

the book’s author correctly noted, the

images are reconstructions calculated

from the variation in the current between

the microscope probe and surface, and

there can be legitimate questions about

their interpretation.2 The author went

beyond a salutary critique of naive sci-

entific realism, however, in claiming that

the images “may or may not be right”

as they depended on two “big ‘ifs’”—

the “correctness” of quantum theory and

the “theory” governing electron flow

between the STM probe and tip.

At first glance, these rhetorical dis-

missals seemed surprising given that

atoms, quantum mechanics, and theo-

ries of electron flow are hardly contro-

versial in Christian circles. However,

they are easier to understand if one con-

siders that the parents who adopt such
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textbooks might have broad-ranging concerns over

the implications of science’s view of the world and

its privileged status in contemporary culture.

Recent historical scholarship has done much to

show how social factors can influence individual

and communal responses to scientific claims.3 For

example, the Catholic response to Galileo is now

known to be anything but an instance of religious

bigotry standing in the way of well-established

science. Instead, it represents a “Reformation-

sensitive” response to the reasonable but as yet

unestablished scientific hypotheses of a scientist

who was also making theological claims about

how the Bible should be interpreted. Similarly, Vic-

torian Christian anxiety over Darwinian evolution,

when present, had more to do with how evolu-

tion seemed to undercut eighteenth-century natural

theology arguments and challenge contemporary

perceptions of human uniqueness than it had to do

with any feelings that evolution was fundamentally

incompatible with Christianity. Furthermore, how

particular communities responded depended heavily

on local conditions and personalities.4

The influence of social factors is also apparent in

evangelical approaches to evolution today. Accord-

ing to the sociologists Raymond Eve and Francis

Harrold,

[Young earth creationists] and their opponents

tend not to differ over competing theories within

the same intellectual framework, but in their

most profound understandings of reality, religion,

American society, and the nature of the scientific

enterprise.5

Eve and Harrold also point out that young earth

creationism has the characteristics of a movement

ideology.6 First, its ultimate aims are moral in that

they are aimed at reforming science, education, and

other elements of society around particular literal

approaches to the Christian scriptures. Second,

creationism “reevaluates the worth” of its adherents

against that of its opponents by viewing them as

defenders of truth and a morally good society over

against the “villains” of secularism and liberal theol-

ogy. Third, it has internally credible goals which

include both tangible realizable short-term goals,

such as enhancing the plausibility of the Christian

message for evangelistic or apologetics purposes, and

more nebulous, difficult-to-attain goals, such as

establishing creationist ideas as the dominant con-

temporary intellectual framework. The intelligent

design movement has similar characteristics, particu-

larly in its “wedge strategy” for defeating “scientific

materialism and its destructive moral, cultural, and

political legacies” and replacing it with “the ‘theistic’

understanding that nature and human beings are cre-

ated by God.”7 Religious opposition to mainstream

climate change science can also fit this pattern when

environmental claims, such as global warming, are

identified with “antichristian” or “antihuman” forces

in a larger culture war.8

In short, some religious groups oppose scientific

ideas because they perceive them as part of an attack

on authentically Christian ways of thinking about

and living in the world.9 Because of this, it should

come as little surprise that these groups identify

their views on these issues with orthopraxis as well

as orthodoxy, promote them via the rhetoric of

popular apologetics, and enforce them using group

identity taboos. Although unhelpful episodes can

arise from this situation, it is important to recognize

that these groups are engaging science in a broad-

ranging dialogue involving the scriptures, gospel,

church life, and the world. It is just that little of this

takes place in the rarefied atmosphere of academic

inquiry. Instead, it is embedded in the myriad of

individual and communal practices that characterize

everyday Christian living.10

Nevertheless, apologists for mainstream science

have been understandably more concerned with

narrow interests such as defending the teaching

of evolution in schools. Consequently, they rarely

engage their opponents at the level of competing

social visions, theological assumptions, and commu-

nity practices. While this unfortunately leaves the

46 percent of Americans who do not believe in

human evolution estranged in part from main-

stream science,11 it also provides an opportunity

for Christians in the sciences to exercise spiritual

care for their fellow believers’ intellectual integrity

and the witness of the church. As one step toward

promoting that care, we suggest that a close study

of the history of science and secular ideology might

suggest potential pastoral strategies for alleviat-

ing American Christians’ fear of scientific ideas.

Here we consider one such interaction—the Soviet

resonance controversy of the late 1940s and 1950s,12

in which the concept of resonance used in organic

and theoretical chemistry was charged with being
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incompatible with Soviet ideology. It is significant

because it was the only Soviet ideological contro-

versy in which the scientists involved were reason-

ably successful in defending the intellectual integrity

of their discipline.13

Before we begin, however, we wish to make

several things clear. First, we use the term “ideol-

ogy” to denote beliefs, actions, and motivations that

are held, at least in part, due to social and organiza-

tional commitments. We explicitly reject the notion

that such commitments are necessarily illicit. Since

Christianity is as much about a shared life as a belief

system, such commitments can have legitimate func-

tions and should be taken seriously when addressing

faith-science issues in any Christian community.

Second, we offer the resonance controversy

merely as an illustrative story for considering some

pastoral aspects of science-faith dialogue and do not

claim that it represents an exact parallel to any con-

temporary issue. No sort of moral equivalence

between communist ideologues’ criticism of main-

stream science and religiously motivated efforts to

oppose mainstream science is implied or intended.

We sympathize with many of the theological and

pastoral concerns mainstream science can raise in

religious communities, and one of our goals here

is to suggest ways in which science-faith dialogue

might be used to encourage faith communities to

examine and, as appropriate, to reevaluate the under-

lying assumptions which drive their apprehensions.

Third, although we do not deny that anti-

evolutionism may pose a real threat to American

science and science education, we do not wish to

imply that the threat is in any way equivalent to the

dangers facing Soviet chemists in Stalinist Russia.

We deplore the tendency of some controversialists

to liken critics of their position to Trofim Lysenko,

the ignorant Soviet agrarian who condoned—if not

promoted—the persecution of mainstream geneti-

cists as part of his politically savvy promotion of

pseudoscientific ideas. The scientific status of the

resonance concept and the role of theoretical chem-

istry in late Stalinist Russia were very different

from those of Mendelian genetics and biology,

respectively.

Finally, we write as Christians in the sciences who

are concerned with engaging the concerns of our

fellow believers who oppose mainstream science.

Thus, we will not address the implications of the

resonance controversy for the philosophy of sci-

ence,14 how religious movements’ ideologies affect

how they respond to scientific ideas they accept, or

the role of ideology in scientific materialist move-

ments, such as the new atheism.15

The Scientific Theory of
Resonance
As it is typically presented in general and organic

chemistry courses, the resonance concept applies to

molecules for which more than one Lewis structure

with pairwise bonds between the atoms may be

written. It holds that the actual electronic structure

of the molecule is a resonance hybrid of the differ-

ent possible resonance structures. The paradigmatic

example is benzene, which may be represented by

the five irreducible resonance structures given in

Scheme 1. All other valid Lewis structures are linear

combinations of these five.

Not all structures contribute equally to the hybrid.

For example, the actual ground state electronic struc-

ture of benzene is largely a combination of the Kekulé

structures A and B with minor contributions from

the Dewar structures C–E. Consequently, most text-

books represent benzene as shown in Scheme II.

These representations emphasize that all of the

carbons in benzene are electronically equivalent

although they might imply alternate ways of con-

ceptualizing the bonding in benzene. For instance,

the double arrow in the brackets at left is sometimes

said to represent the benzene molecule “resonating”

between the two structures, an unfortunate use of

language that can obscure the idea that benzene is
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Scheme I. The five irreducible resonance forms of benzene used

by Pauling to calculate the resonance energy in benzene.16

Scheme II. Common representations of the benzene molecule.



a hybrid or mix of the two contributing structures.

In contrast, the two rightmost structures use a dashed

line and a circle, respectively, to represent delocal-

ized bonding and to emphasize that all the C-C bonds

are equivalent, with bond orders neither single nor

double but rather somewhere in between.

The American chemist Linus Pauling developed

the resonance concept in the 1920s and 1930s as part

of his valence bond approach to molecular structure,

which he hoped would enable relatively mathemati-

cally unsophisticated chemists to use the new quan-

tum mechanics17 to obtain a pragmatically useful

understanding of the structure and bonding in mole-

cules.18 In valence bond structures, the pairwise

bonds of Lewis structures are reconceptualized in

terms of pairwise overlap of unhybridized (s, p, d, f)

or hybrid (sp, sp2, sp3, etc.) atomic orbitals. Reso-

nance occurs when more than one possible valence

bond description can be written. In this case, the

wavefunctions describing each structure are quan-

tum mechanically mixed to generate lower and

higher energy wavefunctions, the former of which

more closely corresponds to the molecule’s true

ground state.

In practice Pauling applied resonance theory by

writing all possible valence bond structures, such

as those shown in Scheme I for benzene, and taking

linear combinations to obtain the lowest energy

state.19 He then correlated the resulting energy low-

ering with thermochemical measurements, showing

that molecules which exhibit resonance are lower in

energy than would be expected from their contribut-

ing structures. For example, benzene was considered

“resonance stabilized” by 155 kcal/mol20 relative to

structures like A and B, with three single and three

double C-C bonds. Pauling even used these reso-

nance stabilization energies to calculate each valence

bond structure’s fractional contribution to the mole-

cule’s ground state, although even his collaborator

George Wheland noted that the results could be

“quite arbitrary” and should not be taken “too seri-

ously.”21 In this connection, it is important to note

that Pauling was not aiming for methodological

rigor. He deliberately made several approxima-

tions and assumptions in formulating his valence

bond approach, namely, in the use of trial func-

tions involving pairwise bonding and in the use of

linear combinations for his minimization procedure.

Resonance theory’s real appeal was not in its onto-

logical validity but in its practical utility.

Today, resonance theory is primarily used for the

qualitative prediction and rationalization of organic

chemicals’ reactivity. For example, in the addition

of HBr to buta-1,3-diene, as shown in Scheme III,

the resultant mixture of 3-bromobut-1-ene and

1-bromobut-2-ene may be thought of as arising from

the addition of Br– to different allylic carbocation

resonance forms.22 Alternatively, the electrophilicity

of the allylic carbocation’s 1 and 3 carbons is ex-

pected from their +½ partial charges in the resonance

hybrid. Other models, such as frontier molecular

orbital theory, give similar results but require calcu-

lation or prediction of the allylic cation’s molecular

orbital diagram first.

Although Pauling took the lead in applying and

popularizing the resonance concept,23 other workers

made significant contributions to its development.

Notably, Christopher Ingold described resonance

under the term “mesomerism,” which literally refers

to structures in-between (meso-) multiple classical

ones.24 Ingold, in fact, was the first to apply

resonance to the problem of organic reactivity.25

Wheland also did much to develop and promote the

use of resonance in organic chemistry, particularly

through his 1944 monograph, The Theory of Resonance

and Its Application to Organic Chemistry.26

Resonance theory was widely accepted by Soviet

chemists in the 1930s and 1940s. After the Second

World War, it was popularized by Iakov K. Syrkin

and M. E. Diatkina via their influential textbook

Structure of Molecules and the Chemical Bond27 and

by the Russian translation of Pauling’s The Nature of

the Chemical Bond.28 During this time, resonance was
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Scheme III. Mechanism for the hydrobromination of butadiene

to give a mixture of 3-bromobut-1-ene and 1-bromobut-2-ene.



largely regarded as uncontroversial. A few Marxists,

including J. B. S. Haldane, even offered it as an ex-

ample of a Marxist dialectic.29

By the time controversy broke out, however,

resonance theory was rapidly losing ground to

molecular orbital theory—at least in theoretical

chemistry. Although, in principle, the two methods

should give equivalent results, molecular orbital

theory seemed to more naturally accommodate

delocalized bonding and was easier to apply to large

molecules.30 Furthermore, since it used conventional

atomic orbitals, it was often regarded as more con-

sistent with the spectroscopically verified results of

atomic physics.31 Practically, this meant that Soviet

theoretical chemists would be more concerned to

defend the use of quantum mechanics in chemistry

than to defend the use of resonance theory in partic-

ular, although they also desired to preserve it as

a highly useful reasoning aid.

Chemistry in Late Stalinist Russia
To understand why Soviet theoretical chemists re-

sponded to the controversy the way they did, it is

helpful to consider the overall position of science

and its role in Soviet society.32 Prior to the 1917

Bolshevik takeover, Russia was a developing nation

with an autocratic social structure and a respectable

scientific establishment directed toward basic re-

search and concentrated in university departments

and academies such as the Imperial Academy of

Sciences. The latter was particularly adept at build-

ing a productive relationship with the new regime,

which provided it with increased funding and

largely left the scientists alone to pursue their work.

Indeed, the early Bolshevik leaders recognized that

science and technology might be useful for trans-

forming the relatively backward Russian economy

into what they hoped would be a self-sustaining

socialist one. Consequently, although most scientists

did not necessarily approve of the regime, they were

generally willing to accommodate themselves to it.

All this changed during the Great Break of the

1929–1931 Cultural Revolution that occurred after

Stalin’s rise to power. Industry, agriculture, and

other forms of private enterprise were nationalized,

and most areas of arts and culture, including the sci-

entific academies, were subject to political purges.

Those targeted faced dismissal, imprisonment, or

death at the hands of Communist zealots, who

looked on the purges as an opportunity to make

established “proletarian” institutions more respon-

sive to the needs and aims of the state.33 The Soviet

Academy of Sciences lost much of its independence

through the state-mandated admission of engineers

and Communist party members, the latter of which

could be used to monitor scientists and censor the

scientific literature. State control of scientific work

was also facilitated through the centralization and

bureaucratization of decision making in All-Union

and local scientific academies, each of which func-

tioned as a hybrid between a national laboratory

and government ministry.34

Following the cultural revolution, Stalin

attempted to modernize the Soviet economy rapidly

through a series of grandiose agricultural and indus-

trial projects. These largely technological efforts

were intended to demonstrate the superiority of the

Soviet system and to make the USSR more secure

against internal and external threats. Lysenko’s rule

over Soviet biology in the early 1930s is explicable,

at least in part, by Stalin’s desire to achieve signifi-

cant increases in agricultural production on the

schedule of these “five-year” plans. Mainstream

geneticists could offer only modest improvements

to crop yields or livestock production on timescales

comparable to several plant or animal life cycles.

In contrast, the flamboyant, politically astute, and

ruthless Lysenko—who never mastered statistics or

bothered to collect the sort of data that would defini-

tively establish or disprove his ideas—was always

ready with promises of a quick fix.

As might be expected from their grandiose scale,

breakneck pace, and narrow technological focus,

many of Stalin’s modernization projects failed while

others caused massive social upheaval. The collec-

tivization of agriculture in the Ukraine alone led to

millions of deaths from famine. The Soviet leader-

ship looked for scapegoats who could be accused of

trying to “wreck” the country’s progress, leading

to relatively indiscriminate purges in which capable

scientists were replaced with party functionaries.

A culture of fear arose in which Soviet citizens

learned to carefully maintain an appearance of

political loyalty and to follow leaders’ cues.35 After

ideologists suggested that science itself (exemplified

by modern physics and Mendelian genetics) was

“bourgeois” and intrinsically associated with the
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capitalism of the societies in which it originated,

there was a conscious effort to publicly align Soviet

science with nationalism and Marxist ideology.36

Soviet science was publicly touted as superior to the

science arising from capitalist societies, and Lysenko

was propelled to the status of a cult hero for his

opposition to “Weismanist-Mendelist-Morganist”

genetics.37 Because Lysenko had a propensity for

charging opponents with obstructing progress, his

ascendancy revealed just how dangerous state inter-

ference in science could be. Soviet biology was

effectively ruined by the persecution of main-

stream geneticists who opposed Lysenko’s unsup-

ported ideas.38 The everyday practice of chemistry

and most other sciences was marginally affected,

but the influx of nationalism would eventually play

a role in the resonance controversy.

More deliberate efforts to align science with

Marxist ideology occurred once the Cold War devel-

oped between the USSR and the West in the late

1940s. Seeking to present communism as an intel-

lectually worthy alternative to democracy, Stalin

attempted to align different scientific fields with

Marxism’s dialectical materialist philosophy.39

Given that this philosophy emphasizes the reality

of the physical and material universe described by

empirical science, even claiming that everything

which exists is explicable in terms of matter and

energy organized according to orderly physical

laws, it might seem straightforward.

Dialectical materialism, however, conflicts with

conventional science in two important ways. First,

dialectical materialism is set against idealism, the

claim that the reality we perceive is the construct

of our own minds. Thus, somewhat idealized but

highly useful theoretical constructs such as reso-

nance can be viewed with suspicion. Second,

dialectical materialists are highly resistant to reduc-

tionism, even to the point of claiming that qualita-

tively different scientific laws operate in different

disciplines because phenomena which operate at one

level cannot be reduced to lower-order phenomena.

For example, in the Marxist account of material ori-

gins—that is, from a primordial soup to the first

primitive life forms all the way to modern humans

and complex social networks—matter periodically

undergoes qualitative transitions to higher “dialecti-

cal levels” in which different physical laws operate.40

Because each scientific discipline operates on its

own level in this scheme, each scientific discipline

had to be aligned with Soviet ideology on its own

terms. Thus ideological disputes in one discipline

could not serve to resolve issues in others.41

The alignment of various sciences with Marxist

ideology largely took the form of ideological

“struggles,” a series of public state-tolerated or

initiated discussions among (mainly) scientists and

(some) philosophers. Their potential for harm was

revealed near their start when Lysenkoism was

declared the official scientific orthodoxy in 1948,

although the disputes reached their zenith between

1949 and 1951. Strikingly, the topics covered read

like the table-of-contents section in a contemporary

science and religion textbook:42

These issues included, in the physical sciences,

the problem of causality, the role of the observer

in measurement, the concept of complementarity,

the nature of space and time, the origin and struc-

ture of the universe, and the role of models in

scientific explanation. In the biological sciences,

relevant problems included those of the origin

of life, the nature of evolution, and the problem

of reductionism. In physiology and psychology,

discussions arose concerning the nature of con-

sciousness, the question of determinism and free

will, the mind-body problem, and the validity of

materialism as an approach to psychology. In

cybernetics, problems concerned the nature of

information, the universality of the cybernetics

approach, and the potentiality of computers.43

The campaigns largely followed a predictable pattern.

An ideological zealot or ambitious but mediocre

scientist raised ideological objections to a main-

stream scientific idea which were subsequently

trumpeted in the Soviet press. Leading scientists

in the affected discipline were then invited to a

public meeting at which the official Soviet position

was declared scientific orthodoxy, and mainstream

scientists engaged in ideological criticism of their

former views.

Despite structural similarities, however, the in-

volvement of Stalin and other Soviet leaders was

quite dynamic. The official Soviet position in each

case ultimately depended in part on the impor-

tance of the activity to Soviet Cold War aims and

the response of its practitioners.44 For instance, the

physicists managed to preclude a significant amount
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of discussion in their discipline by arguing that it

would be unproductive and would detract from

work on the Soviet atomic bomb project. Soviet

theoretical chemists were not so fortunate.

The Soviet Resonance
Controversy and Its Aftermath
The resonance controversy originated in the writings

of Gennadi V. Chelintsev, a professor of chemical

warfare at the Voroshilov Military Academy whose

primary area of expertise appears to have been

in synthetic, not theoretical, chemistry.45 In 1949,

Chelintsev published a small monograph entitled

Essays on the Theory of Organic Chemistry,46 which

attacked the concept of resonance on both ideologi-

cal and nationalistic grounds. His ideological objec-

tions centered on resonance’s use of idealized

structures, which he charged was “mechanistic”—

a euphemism for a form of scientific idealism

opposed to dialectical materialism.47 This charge has

a basis in the nature of resonance theory itself, but

Chelintsev put forward a second charge based on his

misapprehension of resonance as a form of valence

tautomerism in which bonds were continually inter-

changing.48 Chelintsev claimed that Soviet chemists

who supported resonance theory failed to properly

emphasize the achievements of the nineteenth-

century Russian chemist Alexander Butlerov, who

advanced the idea that unique compounds must

possess a single physical structure.49

Chelintsev offered his own “New Structural

Theory,” which he had earlier attempted to outline

in the scientific literature,50 as a way to avoid reso-

nance’s shortcomings. In it he effectively rejected

quantum chemistry51 in favor of classical valence

theory’s localized pairwise bonding52 in the form

of what he called “orbital” and “contact bonds.”53

These were akin to covalent bonds (although they

did not really involve orbitals as in valence bond

theory but something more like orbits) and ionic

attractions between pairs of charged atoms,

respectively.

To see how these ideas work, it is helpful to

consider Chelintsev’s conception of the bonding in

benzene shown in Scheme IV. Instead of invoking

delocalized or “resonating” pi bonds, Chelintsev

localized electron pairs on alternating carbons,

giving the alternating positive and negative charges

shown. Benzene’s ability to accommodate these al-

ternating positive and negative charges was used to

explain its special stability relative to odd-numbered

carbon rings,54 although Chelintsev’s explanations

for small and large rings were somewhat less

convincing, and he had to downplay his model’s

inconvenient prediction that benzene has two sets

of nonquivalent carbons and C-H bonds. Moreover,

since Chelintsev’s scheme treated all C-C multiple

bonds as ionic, his theory predicted such howlers as

the polarity of ethene.55

Given that Chelintsev extensively employed Marxist

rhetoric, referred to by his opponents as the Lysenko-

esque pejorative of Pauling-Ingoldites,57 and did not

use the “new structural theory” in his conventional

scientific work,58 he likely sought to provoke an ideo-

logical takeover of theoretical chemistry similar to

that effected by Lysenko in biology. Indeed, that

was the opinion of some of his contemporaries.59

Nevertheless, Chelintsev’s ideas found few scien-

tific supporters and merely provided an opportu-

nity for a broader ideological attack made by the

chemists V. M. Tatevskii and M. I. Shakhparanov

of Moscow University. In an article provocatively

entitled “About a Machistic Theory in Chemistry and

Its Propagandists,”60 Tatevskii and Shakhparanov

charged that resonance’s advocates followed the

idealist philosophy of Ernst Mach, which Lenin

explicitly condemned in his Materialism and

Empirio-Criticism.61 This allowed Tatevskii and

Shakhparanov to claim that scientists who defended

resonance were hostile to the entire Marxist

worldview:

… the physical content of the theory of resonance

is erroneous and (that) the philosophical setting

of its authors and propagandists is Machistic.

The Machistic theoretico-perceptional settings of

the theory of resonance can serve as one of the

examples of those world outlooks hostile to the
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Scheme IV. Chelintsev’s representation of the bonding in benzene

in which the dotted line represents “the leveling out of charge,”

an ill-defined concept that his detractors felt could not overcome

his scheme’s prediction of polar C-C bonds in benzene.56



Marxist view. They lead bourgeois scientists and

their followers to pseudoscientific conclusions in

the solution of concrete physical and chemical

problems.62

More importantly, Tatevskii and Shakhparanov

charged resonance’s main Russian promoters,

Syrkin and Dyatkina, with hindering Soviet science

by failing to subject the resonance concept to ideo-

logical critique, or to give credit to Russian chemists

who contributed to the development of structural

chemistry.

Directing the attention of Soviet chemists along

the fallacious path of the vicious theory of reso-

nance [resonance’s supporters] demobilize Soviet

chemical science in its struggle to fulfill the basic

tasks of the Soviet scientists—“not only to attain,

but to excel, in the shortest time, the achievement

of science beyond the boundaries of our country”

(Stalin).

… Ya. K. Syrkin and M. E. Dyatkina have appeared

before the Soviet public in the unenviable role of

propagandists for the avowedly erroneous and

vicious [resonance] theory of the American chem-

ist, Pauling.

… [Syrkin and Dyatkina’s monograph, Structure of

molecules and the chemical bond, is] permeated with

a Machistic and cosmopolitanistic ideology [and]

a slavish uncritical attitude toward bourgeois sci-

ence and a contemptuous attitude toward native

science … diverts Soviet chemistry from the solu-

tion of practical problems, in the direction of

the bankrupt and sterile theory of resonance. The

publication of this book, as well as Pauling’s and

Wheland’s monographs, is a serious error com-

mitted by the publishers of chemical and foreign

literature. The Ministry of Higher (University)

Education, which has admitted the Machistic and

cosmopolitanistic book by Ya. K. Syrkin and M. E.

Dyatkina to serve as a study aid for the chemical

faculties of the universities, has also committed

a great error.63

In the event any Soviet chemists did not get these

points, similar critiques appeared in the communist

party newspaper, Pravda, and the journals, Zhurnal

Fizicheskoi Khimii (Journal of Physical Chemistry) and

Uspekhi Khimii (Russian Chemistry),64 the latter of

which was written by Yuri Zhdanov, head of the

Communist party’s central committee’s Department

of Science.65

Mainstream chemists were aware of the danger

they faced having recently witnessed Lysenko’s

triumph over Soviet biology. However, they also

had some appreciation for the social and political

roles that open discussion of the ideological issues

played in Soviet society.66 Consequently, they did

not merely engage Chelintsev’s ideas but deliber-

ately led the way in guiding the public discussion.

Prominent chemists such as Alexandr Nesmejanov67

and Oleg Reutov68 publicly disavowed both reso-

nance and Chelintsev’s theory, the latter through

a critical review of Chelintsev’s monograph.69

The basic structure of Soviet chemists’ response

to Tatevskii, Shakhparanov, and Chelintsev’s allega-

tions more clearly took shape at the 1950 meeting

of the Academy of Sciences’s Institute of Organic

Chemistry. The resulting report, The Present State of

the Chemical Structural Theory, emphasized the contri-

butions of Butlerov and other Russian chemists to

structural chemistry, but it also sharply criticized

the concept of resonance, often in grossly exagger-

ated and self-critical terms, echoing Tatevskii and

Shakhparanov’s charges.70 However, the report’s

authors, which included many of the USSR’s most

eminent chemists, also constructed an independent

and, at times, deploringly self-critical analysis of

how particular construals of resonance might be

incompatible with Marxist philosophy. While this

ideological pandering led them to shamefully accuse

Syrkin, Dyatkina, and other Soviet chemists of

ideological failings, it also enabled them to present

themselves as faithful guardians of Marxist ideology

as they resisted Chelintsev’s ideological criticisms,

and dismissed his “new structural theory” as not

merely misguided but also as a work of gross incom-

petence. They even charged Chelintsev with mis-

understanding both Soviet ideology and quantum

theory, a contention that was ironically confirmed

when Chelintsev attempted to defend his theory

against these and other critics.71 In his “Answers to

the Critics of the New Structural Theory,” Chelintsev

demonstrated a miscomprehension of quantum

mechanics so profound that the article has the feel of

a chemically sophisticated Onion satire. As a result,

Chelintsev was rapidly isolated, and his ideas posed

little threat of becoming scientific orthodoxy, official

or otherwise.

The 1950 meeting’s report, The Present State of

Chemical Structural Theory, contained an elaborate
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and unashamedly overstated endorsement of

Butlerov that connected virtually all important

features of modern bonding theory with Butlerov,

including quantum mechanics and a diluted version

of resonance known as the “theory of mutual influ-

ences.”72 In doing so, the report’s authors effectively

argued that recent advances in structural chemistry

should not only be accepted but also that only

Soviet science truly understood their full signifi-

cance. This ideological posturing strengthened their

arguments for retaining the core of modern bond-

ing theory, including the use of resonance-like ideas

(but not resonance itself, since that had effectively

been officially condemned) as an analogical reason-

ing tool, plus the molecular orbital-based methods

which were rising to prominence. Chelintsev, who

associated rejection of resonance with acceptance of

his own ideas, protested these moves but was power-

less to stop them.73

The outcome of the resonance controversy had

effectively been decided. A 1951 All-Union meeting

devoted to the “Problem of Chemical Structure in

Organic Chemistry,” nominally organized to discuss

the preceding meeting’s report, really had a prede-

termined mandate to find an acceptable alternative

to resonance while upholding the preceding meet-

ing’s decisions. Alexander Pechenkin even describes

the meeting as a ritual in which Syrkin, Diatkina,

and other defenders of resonance confessed and

abjured their former views while others took an

“oath of allegiance” either by condemning reso-

nance or by extolling Butlerov’s contributions to

chemistry.74 Although the conference criticized lead-

ing Soviet chemists, physicists, and philosophers for

various failures to properly uphold Marxist prin-

ciples because the meeting largely upheld the 1950

report’s conclusions, the potentially most damaging

consequences of the antiresonance campaign—the

threat to quantum chemistry as a discipline—were

averted. However, even though Soviet chemists

could talk about electron delocalization and use

resonance structures as computational aids, they

would not be able to use the term “resonance” or

employ resonance structures pedagogically.

The resonance controversy adversely affected

Soviet chemistry in other ways as well. Since

Syrkin, Diatkina, and others who had done much to

help keep Soviet scientists up-to-date on the latest

Western advances lost their influential posts, im-

portant Western scientific works such as Coulson’s

Valence were not disseminated widely when they

appeared.75 More importantly, the controversy dis-

couraged bright students from pursuing careers in

what was seen as an ideologically suspect area.76

It also deprived Soviet chemists of resonance struc-

tures’ power as a pedagogical tool and reasoning

aid, since Soviet organic chemistry textbooks

avoided mentioning resonance by name well into

the 1980s.77 Zhores Medvedev estimated that the

controversy led the Russian chemical industry to

fall seven to nine years behind that of Western

nations.78

Can the Soviet Resonance
Controversy Help Us to Think and
Talk about Science and Religion?
There are a number of parallels between religiously

motivated opposition to science and the Soviet reso-

nance controversy. Creationists, intelligent design

advocates, and resonance opponents alike use oppo-

sition to science to defend traditional subcultures.79

Just as capitalism was demonized by communist

ideologues, many Christian communities view secu-

lar learning or more liberal approaches to theology

as pernicious influences. In these cases, ideological

opposition to science serves to validate in-group

epistemic practices and knowledge claims.80 Young

earth creationism represents a defense of theological

populism and commonsense literal interpretations

of Genesis,81 analogous to the antiresonance cam-

paign’s role as an enforcer of Marxist-Leninist episte-

mology. For many of its adherents, the intelligent

design movement’s opposition to methodological

naturalism largely serves an apologetics purpose.

By carving out space for a Paleysian natural theol-

ogy within the scientific enterprise, the intelligent

design movement seeks to reinforce the plausibility

of religious knowledge claims in a culture in which

science and technology are held in high regard.

Like some science opposition movements, the

resonance controversy also saw the proffering of

verifiably incorrect scientific alternatives,82 chosen

more for their fit to a priori metaphysical assump-

tions and plausibility in explaining a narrow range

of phenomena than for their consistency with wider

bodies of scientific facts. Chelintsev’s alternative

theory was not used in the same way that creation
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science and intelligent design ideas are used by some

religious communities; it was offered as an alterna-

tive to quantum chemistry and never really adopted

for apologetics purposes. Indeed, there is little indi-

cation that popular American science opposition

movements intend to supplant the everyday prac-

tice of science with pseudoscientific alternatives.83

Instead, they tend to be more tightly focused on

criticizing mainstream scientific models than on

promoting workable alternatives—a narrowing of

aims that ironically makes them more far-reaching

in their implications for science as a whole since

a wide range of strategies can be employed to pro-

pose gaps or to magnify uncertainty in the scientific

models that are used in many disciplines.

If American antievolutionists have more options

than Chelintsev, Christians in science in many re-

spects have fewer options than his opponents did.

The original theory of resonance served primarily

as an approximate guide for thinking about organic

reactions; it lost ground to alternative computational

approaches even as the controversy raged. In con-

trast, evolutionary theory has steadily proven itself

as an increasingly powerful theory over the past

fifty years, and climate change models, though in-

corporating a host of assumptions and approxima-

tions, universally predict dire outcomes which can

be ignored only at great cost to even the most mini-

mal ideas of Christian environmental stewardship,

not to mention the Christian values of care for the

poor and vulnerable. In short, efforts to repudiate

the results of mainstream science or the scientists

who practice it, run the risk of being inconsistent

with intellectual honesty and Christian charity, as

well as wisdom.84

Despite the aforementioned reservations and the

difficulty inherent in generalizing from contingent

historical events, it seems to us that the Soviet

resonance controversy suggests several useful

lessons for those who are concerned about religious

apprehension of science. First, the ideological dimen-

sions of religious objections to science need to be

addressed directly. Practically, this will require

Christians in the sciences to engage religious com-

munities in dialogue over issues such as herme-

neutics,85 culture war metanarratives, and the role

of the church in the world. While scientists may

find it expedient to use their disciplinary expertise

to address scientific fallacies motivated by religious

apprehension, such critiques should be subsumed

to the goal of strengthening and deepening faith.

In this vein, it is reasonable to expect that scientists

who think deeply about affected communities’ under-

lying concerns, internal logic, and ethos will be most

effective at alleviating their unnecessary fears.86

Second, scientists who wish to promote believers’

appreciation of their work should take the lead in

demonstrating consonance between their disciplines

and religion. The Soviet chemists who led public

discussion of the relevant scientific, philosophical,

and cultural aspects of the controversy (rather than

by attacking Chelintsev directly or by responding to

his charges with vague disclaimers about Marxists

who found resonance compatible with their beliefs)

gained the ideological high ground and took politi-

cal momentum away from resonance’s detractors,

securing a position they could use to neutralize the

unfruitful ideas of Chelintsev without threatening

the wider culture.

Finally, the resonance controversy indicates that

the existing academic science-faith dialogue needs

to be brought into the public arena. What is needed

is a host of theologically and pastorally sophisticated

public intellectuals who are sensitive to the concerns

of religious communities and are willing to work to

help shape religious adherents’ engagement with

science at the church, diocese, denomination, and

international levels. Unfortunately, such work is not

widely valued in Western scientific communities,87

and so far it has been primarily the pseudoscience-

advocacy groups who have brought a remarkable

combination of grassroots effort and finely honed

rhetorical, organizational, and cultural understand-

ing to bear in their efforts to win the hearts and

minds of American Christians. �
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